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Fairy Logic makes realizing old social guidelines that are not up to world peace
standards pleasurable and educational to reform. According to Jesus, virtuosity is harmony
with the father’s knowledge of it. This technique can help an artist to promote the general
welfare. Once mastered it’s as easy as a dictionary to use. The fairy logic formula has four
parts. Each stage is identified with a symbol that elicits correction. This formula works nicely
for sketchbook community thesis development and is rooted in the virtues that grant
greatest advantage in the field.
The first calculation is represented in the artist logic equation with an X shape.
This symbol represents historical data that needs to be reconsidered in order for the
artist to communicate with the public about that proclamation. The X needs reforming
and reciprocation for the artist’s logic!
Stage two’s symbol looks like crossed lab spoons. It’s understood as divide is
mathematically. The open and closed circles at the ends of the spoons remind the
artist to exercise her civil rights. Discern with Pan African principles and nonjudgmental philosophy. The laboratory reference also reminds artists to continue
working with cures.
Stage three is called the fairy's magic stick. Its corresponding symbol is the
modified letter J. Use it to unpack the new ideas that realign X. The magic stick
calculation may require research into X’s church ties, community awareness,
government involvement, and African appreciation. These categories resurrect
inspirational data and the exciting synthesis between art and science.
A cup shape with a darkened blob in it represents stage four- the correction. This
enables the artist to use her creative energy in the world to make it well. Log the
changes that keep it good. The artist becomes promulgator of the community’s goal.

